SPRINT

WORKSHEET LEVEL 6

1 What do you know about Sprint?
1 What kind of company is Google?

2 What kind of companies does Google Ventures work with?

3 What is a sprint in sports?

4 What could a sprint be for companies?

5 How long would a sprint last?

2 Look at the diagrams and complete the information about them.
Diagram

What does it show?

Why is it important?

best ideas
ps of dots mark
Heat map: Grou
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3a Put these words in the correct column.
Interviewer
Decider
Collector
Design Expert
Marketing Expert

Team member

Technology Expert
Customer Expert
Facilitator
Money expert
Stitcher

Maker
Writer

Sprint jobs

3b Complete these descriptions of people’s jobs using the words from 3a.
1 The
is the company CEO or founder, a manager, or team leader,
who usually understands problems well, and often has strong opinions about how to solve them.
2 The
needs to be a confident person who can lead a meeting and
can tell people to stop talking when they need to.
3 The
should be an expert in the thing you are prototyping,
really understand it and know how to explain it well.
4 The
doesn’t need to be an expert, just friendly and interested in
what people are saying, and ready to change their opinion.
5 The
is usually a designer or engineer, good at focusing on the job,
and explains to the other team members how to prepare.
6 The
is also usually a designer or engineer, who is good at
creating the things you need for your prototype.
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3c Which team member and sprint job do you think you would be good at. Why?
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1

4 Do the crossword.
2

3

4

Across
2 A series of pictures that show how the action in a film or an idea will take place.
3 You make one of these for a new product to see how well it works and what people think of it.
4 If you do something very fast, it’s like this.
Down
1 Something that you have to do.
2 When you do a rough or unfinished drawing of something.
3 A series of stages or steps that lead to a certain result.

5a Work in small groups. Think about a problem in your school or college. Use the
ideas below to help you. Present the problem to the group and vote for the most
important one.
travel time
lesson times
cost of books/other things
rules
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uniforms
amount of homework
subjects you can choose from
rubbish
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5b Each person in your small group should now prepare a “sketch solution” for the
problem you voted for and show it in an “art museum.”

5c Look at everyone’s sketches and do a “heat map.” Put a mark or a dot next to the
solution you prefer.
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5d Present your group’s problem and solution to the rest of the class.
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